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I’ve wanted to build a dollhouse for years! In the spring of 2014, I decided I could make a room at a time – 

and that I would create an eBay seller’s home office, as I’ve been selling and designing and training on 

eBay since 1999. Miniature furnishings and accessories are available all over (including, of course, on eBay), 

but we eBay sellers need some things in our offices that just are not made – utility shelves for holding 

inventory, a photo studio set up with table and lighting, a place to store shipping supplies and, certainly, a 

computer that has My eBay bookmarked.  

As an artist, creating such furnishings and mini-inventory and shipping materials has been soooo fun! I’ve 

had to create some tools to form some of the things I made – and my laminating machine received a better 

workout than it’s had in years. 

Whether you’re an eBay seller, a lover of miniatures or are here due to some obligation, I hope you’ll enjoy 

the photos! 

SPECIFICS 

• 12:1 scale (20” wide x 10” deep x 9” tall) 

• Floor and walls are ½” black on black foam board – sturdy and far easier to work with than wood 

• Paints included black and red enamel and silver spray paint 

• Construction materials included balsa wood of various lengths and thicknesses, cut to size as needed, 

electrical tape, laminated & printed paper for wallpaper and flooring and store-bought door,window 

and picture frames. (A few other materials will be used and are noted in photo descriptions.) 

• Time from start to finish – I didn’t keep track, but my guess is somewhere between 100 and 200 

hours – certainly a labor of love! 

Before I started filling it up with furniture, other goodies: 

 

 

 



Close up of eBay Hall of Fame – those who inspire me. Included are Sandi Garcia, John Lawson, Marsha 

Collier, Stephanie Inge, Sharon Ware, Amy Warren, Robin and Mark Le Vine, Danni Ackerman, Kat Simpson, 

John Slocum, Katherine Terrill, Bryan Goodman and Jason Smith, Jim Cockrum, Griff, eBetsy Monjott, Lee 

Mirabel, Ruth  Daniels, Laura Hogan, Karen (Shipscript), Betty & Ron White: 

 

 

 

Wall papered with gray eBay logos – has 3 

posters with teeny copies of logos I did for 

eBay sellers: 

 

 

 

 



Actual view out of my office window: 

 

Utility shelves – about my fifth attempt at making these. Uprights and shelves are balsa wood. Shelves 

covered on top with wire mesh screen, supports are 1/4 “ toy blocks. Lots of superglue was used! 

 

 

 



Desk – I made it with drawer out of balsa wood. Store-bought handle. I made hanging folders with wire and 

green paper. Yellow legal pads are another thing I put together: 

 

The photo studio – table made of wood piece and balsa wood, covered with laminated “cloth”. Photography 

backdrop roll of paper on balsa wood frame. Lamps are small halogen bulbs epoxied to pegboard pegs (cut 

off pegs) and attached with steel putty to small yard faucets: 

 

 

 



I made all of this except the basket holding out-going packages. I put together and printed the Priority 

boxes and envelopes and folded ‘em up. The packing peanuts are some pin-head-sized Styrofoam balls given 

to me and in a bag I fashioned from a sandwich baggie. (I had to seal one side heating a small sheet of metal 

and pressing it to baggie where it sealed and cut the bag. The “packing peanuts” label is one I printed on 

window decal material and glued to outside of bag. The bubble wrap is strips of a gallon Ziploc bag, glued to 

a masking-tape inner roll. At the exposed portion, I made the (sort-of) bubbles by binding a box of 

toothpicks together (epoxied bottom ends), then I pressed the plastic many times to the open ends of the 

picks, emulating bubbles. For the eBay-branded Priority tape (something I still have from an old eBay 

conference), I printed strips of the alternating logos on clear window decal “paper”, rolled onto a masking 

tape core and glued strips together to form the roll: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Computer and desk stuff. The lamp is a frosting cone trimmed to shorter length. That rough end covered 

with wire. Hangs from a jumbo paper clip arm which is attached with steel putty to two nuts. I made the 

monitor from balsa wood with a button stand. The screen shows SixBit, My eBay and my own desktop 

background. The keyboard and calculator are things I made in Photoshop, printed and laminated and 

folded/glued together. The CPU is a block of wood with laminated detail for front and back: 

 

Monitor, again, and back of the computer: 

 



3 vintage patterns (for inventory) I put together in Photoshop, then cut, glued and folded as needed: 

 

Sheet music, Photoshopped, laminated and cut: 

 



Fronts and back of 1” LPs. Found fronts and backs thru Google images, did the Photoshop thing, cut, folded 

and glued covers. LPs are 1” circles I cut using my neighbor’s craft diecutting machine. Colored adhesive 

dots emulate labels” 

 

 



Fun inventory! I made up the Detroit puzzle (my hometown). I found the images for the Erector Set, 

Frankenstien game, Cootie game and Future Car on Google. I scanned my own vintage eBay game, reduced 

much and put together the box. (You know my Photoshop, print, cut, fold, and glue routine – often 

laminating comes before cutting.): 

 

First-edition Atlas Shrugged. I even printed out the summary of the book on 12 pages – in about 130 words: 

   

 

 

 

 



An eBay seller of collectibles would sure love to sell the first edition of Playboy! Here’s Marilyn in all her 

glory. The other pages have ads and as seen in the photo below this, even a vintage Playboy comic: 

 

Afore-mentioned Playboy comic: 

 



Two mini-books- “Tricks of the eBay Masters” (I was one when I was doing consignments back in the day) 

and “The Perfect Store”, a book about eBay’s beginnings: 

 

Here’s the room after I tacked down the furnishings: 

 

 

 



All filled up! I mostly used blue mounting tacking putty to attach things so that when I move this, I don’t 

have to start the filling up process again: 

 

A close-up of one side of the room. I bought, then painted the desk chair, a friend gave me the 5” doll, for 

which I made pajamas, because we all know we who work from home do so in our PJs: 

 



The other side of the room. Camera and stuffed dog ready to shoot. Dress form was a gift to me – gonna 

have to make a tiny dress to put on it! The shipping shelf is ready for use: 

 

Looking down on the left side of the room: 

 



Looking down on the right side of the room: 

 

And, the center of the room from above: 

 

 



A close up of the packages ready for the postal carrier, some inventory – including a guitar and case (I 

purchased), a tool box behind that (also purchased), some pots and pans, minerals, COLORADO blocks, 

laptop computer, keyboard and camera – ready to sell (Not really, I will not part with any of this!): 

 

Another closeup of the shipping area: 

 



 

 

 

 

THE END of a fun project… 

Not! You can bet, as things occur to me, I’ll have to make new stuff for this room! 
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